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Appendix B 

 DawnPlot™ 

DawnPlot™ is HEM Data’s tool for plotting data files converted in DawnEdit. After converting LOG or IOS 

files in DawnEdit, launch DawnPlot to plot the CSV files.  

 

 

File Menu 

The File Menu items involve a DawnPlot project. A DawnPlot project consists of a CSV file data source 

and the layout of plots and pages. 

New 

Use New to start a new project from a CSV file. DawnPlot will automatically layout up to the first 4 

parameters on the first page.  

Change CSV Input 

Change CSV Input works with an open DawnPlot project. If the user has multiple CSV files with the same 

parameters, he can change the CSV input file while keeping the same display settings. 

Open 

Use Open to load a previously saved DawnPlot project. 

Save As 

Use Save As to save a new project or save an open project with a different name. A DawnPlot project 

has the extension dpl. 
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Plot Menu 

Channels 

Use Channels to select which parameters to plot on a particular page. 

 

Overlay Plots 

Use Overlay Plots to toggle the current page between individual plots and a single overlay plot. If 

channels have Y-axis ranges that are different orders of magnitude, DawnPlot generates a second Y-axis 

to scale the data appropriately. The channels that use the second Y-axis start with a “- ” in the legend. 

Histogram 

Use the Histogram option to change the plot from and X-Y line chart to a histogram counts chart. The 

intervals are automatically generated for the user. If Overlay Plots is also checked, the histograms will 

appear on one chart. 

Sync’d Zooming 

Checked by default. When the user zooms on a plot, all the plots on that page will zoom to the same 

view. Uncheck to zoom each plot individually. 
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Page Options 

New Page… 

Clicking the New Page… tab will create a new plot page defaulting with the next four parameters. If 

there are not four more parameters, then previous channels will be plotted. The parameters can be 

changed using the Plot->Channels dialog. 

Rename 

To rename a page, right click the tab to rename. Two options will pop up: Rename and Delete. Choose 

Rename, type the desired label and hit OK. 

Delete 

To delete a page, right click the tab to delete. Two options will pop up: Rename and Delete. If there is 

only one page, the user cannot delete it. Choose Delete to remove the page. Any default numbered 

pages after it will be renumbered.  
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Plotting Features 

Cursor Position  

The user can click anywhere on a chart and DawnPlot shows the X & Y values of the closest data point in 

the top right corner. The user may drag the cursor to follow consecutive values, but this will also cause 

the chart to zoom in.  

 

Zooming 

Click and drag to zoom in on a plot. Click the  button to zoom out. On an overlay plot the user may 

zoom in on both the X and Y axes. The zoom out button works independently for each axis. A single plot 

only zooms in the X direction. 

Each time the user zooms, the previous zoom level is remembered. Thus, zooming out will return the 

user to the previous zoom level.  

 


